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When a sprinkler line broke over the main nursing 
station of Manitoba’s Pine Falls Health Complex in 
2013, the words “water damage” jumped off the page 
of potential risks and became a reality for Interlake-
Eastern Regional Health Authority (RHA). 

That same reality hit at Lady Dunn Health Centre in Wawa, 
Ontario in 2012, when over 100 millimeters of rain and a 
blocked culvert caused water to come rushing in the doors 
of the facility. 

Property disasters like these can quickly become major, and 
very expensive issues for all healthcare organizations, but 
especially for rural facilities like Pine Falls and Lady Dunn 
who may not have immediate access to public emergency 
maintenance and support. 

According to Rodel Figueroa, HIROC’s Engineering Liaison 
Associate, HIROC subscribers in rural areas typically face 
greater challenges on the property side due to geographical 
factors. “Physical location alone can sometimes mean 
greater exposure to things like flash floods from significantly 
uneven land like hills and valleys, and water overflow from 
lakes and rivers.” But location also leads to issues such  

Knowing 
what’s at stake

Property issues facing rural and 
remote healthcare facilities

By Michelle Holden

The Lady Dunn operations team show off their 
newest overflow culvert. From left: Steve Brown, 
Andrew Scott, and Len Gauthier. 



as transportation delays, higher costs for materials and 
contractors, lack of nearby alternative care facilities, and 
extended response times for emergency services. 

For Gary Dandeneau, Regional Director, Capital Planning 
& Facilities Management at Interlake-Eastern RHA, a 
key ingredient in addressing risks for rural organizations 
is community. “In order to have that support system, 
everyone must know everyone.” Whether it’s the local 
school bus company for emergency patient transportation 
or the volunteer firefighters closest to your community – 
Dandeneau says everyone must be consulted. 

Len Gauthier, Manager of Operations for Lady Dunn Health 
Centre knows all too well the importance of community. As 
a member of the volunteer firefighting team in Wawa, at 
times he must wear two hats, especially when alarms bring 
the crew to his facility. “We have a very good relationship 
with emergency services in the region,” he said. 

There is also an emphasis on communicating internally – 
knowing who to call and when. “We have phone lists at all 
of our facilities with 24h maintenance staff who live nearby 
in the community,” said Dandeneau, “A Facility Manager 
is also on-call 24/7 which means one dial-out number.” 
At Lady Dunn the closest remediation companies come 
from a few hours away in Sudbury and Sault Ste. Marie. 
“Our schedules have to align,” said Gauthier explaining 
that staffing for remediation efforts can be a challenge with 
regard to timing and location of the facility.  

Dandeneau says that technology plays a vital role in 
property management. “All of our facilities are monitored 
through a central monitoring company,” he says. Facility 
personnel receive notifications of water leaks, critical 
building alarms, and other property issues in real time on 
their devices. “Having the ability to shut down air handlers 
and other types of equipment without being on site is 
critical.”

Gauthier says it’s also critical to understand your facility 
and the surrounding landscape. “Our awareness is a lot 
more in tune with what could happen after the 2012 flood,” 
he says. For example, changes like Lady Dunn’s newest 
overflow culvert gives them piece of mind that the building 
would be safe if a similar incident were to occur.  

When it comes to understanding the facility, HIROC 
works with FM Global to conduct site visits to all 
subscriber facilities. According to Mamoon Ali, Account 
Consultant for FM Global, some of the most common 
recommendations relate to sprinklers (installation, 
monitoring, and inspection) and water leak/flood 
emergency response plans. “It’s about making sure 
everyone is on the same page and aware of the risks,” says 
Ali.

Both Interlake-Eastern RHA and Lady Dunn know that all 
of the plans and technology in the world wouldn’t have the 
same effect without proper training and awareness of the 
the strengths and weaknesses of the staff. “You have to 
ensure you have a strong team in place,” said Gauthier. 

Michelle Holden is Communications and Marketing Specialist, 
HIROC
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Planning resources

HIROC Risk Reference Sheets:

• Water Damage

• Fire Damage

• Sewer Backup

HIROC Risk Notes:

• Hot Work Management 

• Windstorm Emergencies

• Emergency Power Systems 
– Existing Installations 

Gary Dandeneau, Regional Director, Capital Planning 
& Facilities Management, Interlake-Eastern Regional 
Health Authority

https://www.hiroc.com/getmedia/91bf09da-d05a-4bbe-a371-9b3963a02446/9_Property_Water-Damage.pdf.aspx?ext=.pdf
https://www.hiroc.com/getmedia/ab6d941c-f513-4d42-b76b-c3c96810f1fd/16_Property_Fire-Damage.pdf.aspx?ext=.pdf
https://www.hiroc.com/getmedia/c1a69dce-32b9-4c7e-891d-b79c9e31c6da/18_Property_Sewer-Backup.pdf.aspx?ext=.pdf
https://www.hiroc.com/getmedia/ab210793-8604-452c-a71f-b1d8a8af560e/Hot-Work-Management-Risk-Notes.pdf.aspx?ext=.pdf
https://www.hiroc.com/getmedia/da7828c6-88ed-4922-a949-e522ead01beb/Windstorm-Emergencies.pdf.aspx?ext=.pdf
https://www.hiroc.com/getmedia/7ce6aa46-07a9-47e2-bb83-864f9cc840d3/Emergency-Power-Systems-Existing-Installations-Risk-Notes.pdf.aspx?ext=.pdf
https://www.hiroc.com/getmedia/7ce6aa46-07a9-47e2-bb83-864f9cc840d3/Emergency-Power-Systems-Existing-Installations-Risk-Notes.pdf.aspx?ext=.pdf
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Risk mitigation plan:

• Monitoring procedures for potential weather 
events (i.e. windstorm tracking, rising water levels, 
temperature drops, earthquakes)

• Maintenance programs for emergency equipment 
and fire protection systems, including regular 
testing and inspection

• Identification of staff with authority to order a 
shutdown of utility services and site evacuation

• Training for facilities, maintenance and or security 
staff to identify control valves for water supply

• Verification of fuel and emergency response kits 
to ensure adequate stock and regular inspection 
(i.e. spill, flood, ice/snow removal, and wind 
protection)

Disaster recovery plan:

• A list of contractors in the area for any post incident 
cleanup, repairs and investigations (i.e. consultants, 
specialists, building repair personnel, equipment 
rental companies)

• An agreement, if possible, with service providers/
contractors stating that in the case of a catastrophic 
event, the healthcare facility should be given service 
priority

• Key details of business interruption insurance 
limits as equipment, material repair and contractor 
service prices may increase due to geographical 
limitations

• Plans for alternate facilities available for use 
in case of total shutdown and evacuation of the 
healthcare facility 

What’s in a plan?
For both HIROC and FM Global, preparation is key. Consider these 
elements for your plans.

Leading by example – 
a new way to protect 
electronic communications 
HIROC adopts Echoworx OneWorld email encryption

Why is HIROC adopting a new initiative around encryption? 

As our reliance on electronic communications grows, HIROC 
will strive to not only be compliant with privacy regulations 
but to also be a leader for privacy in the healthcare industry. 
Echoworx will enable the communication of sensitive 
information between HIROC and its subscribers, service 
providers and other outside contacts. 

What is Echoworx? 

Recognized as the go-to source for encryption, 
Echoworx is dedicated to providing users with 
a secure messaging environment focused on 
regulations compliance and protection of sensitive 
information all with the goal of improving 
productivity.

To learn more, visit HIROC.com

http://www.HIROC.com
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Care.Connected.
How Canadian Virtual Hospice 
is changing the landscape of 
palliative care in Canada

By Michelle Holden

The first time Shelly Cory heard the name Virtual 
Hospice, she was sitting in Dr. Harvey Max Chochinov’s 
Winnipeg living room in 2001. The room was packed 
with palliative care leaders from across the country 
who had come together to talk about the creation of an 
online resource for Canadians dealing with death and 
dying – a virtual hospice.

“Before Web 2.0, the internet was a very cold place; it was 
strictly information-gathering – very little connecting on a 
personal level,” said Cory. “There was nothing like Virtual 
Hospice in the world.” Cory was at that first meeting 
in her capacity as a policy advisor for Senator Sharon 
Carstairs, the Minister for Special Responsibility with 
Palliative Care at that time. 

Because of her deep roots in its creation, Cory’s arrival at 
Virtual Hospice as Executive Director in 2007 has been 
described as a homecoming.  

But back in that living room and in the years leading 
up to the official launch of Canadian Virtual Hospice in 
2004, the discussion centred on how to navigate online 
communications in difficult and often emotionally-
charged health situations. The group also grappled with 
how to manage the risk of connecting Canadians online 
with a clinical team to respond to their questions. “Being 
new, the path wasn’t always clear but the group decided 
they wanted to take a leap of faith,” said Cory. 

And so they leapt. Virtualhospice.ca (portailpallaitif.
ca) launched as an online resource for advanced 
illness, palliative, and end-of-life care for patients, 
family members, healthcare providers, researchers and 
educators. In those early years, HIROC also took that 
leap of faith providing insurance coverage for the unique 
service and the clinical team who pioneered online 
communication with patients and families. 

http://www.virtualhospice.ca/en_US/Main+Site+Navigation/Home.aspx
http://www.portailpalliatif.ca
http://www.portailpalliatif.ca
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Thirteen years later, the site is vastly different. The English 
and French sites have grown to more than 10,000 pages 
of content with new features to meet evolving needs. 
The For Professionals portal offers the largest repository 
of tools to support clinical practice in the world. In an 
effort to delve deeper in various topics, three new sites 
MyGrief.ca, LivingMyCulture.ca and Methadone4Pain.ca 
were launched in 2016 with funding from the Canadian 
Partnership Against Cancer. 

The team behind the scenes is Cory, two full-time staff 
and a part-time Clinical Nurse Specialist in Winnipeg. But 
the work couldn’t be done without the larger virtual team 
– healthcare providers from a wide range of specialties: 
social workers, a pharmacist, a First Nations elder, 
spiritual care advisors, pediatric specialists, bereavement 
experts, and three physicians. “We’re trying to cover the 
waterfront of expertise,” says Cory.

Asked and answered

One of the many benefits of the team’s vast expertise 
is the site’s Ask a Professional resource. Canadians 
can ask questions about any topic related to palliative 
care and grief and receive a response within three days. 
“As end-of-life situations are often complex, there may 
be many layers to the questions. It’s not uncommon to 
have three or four team members collaborating on an 
interdisciplinary response,” said Cory. 

“Our team gets the tough questions – the ones people 
may not feel comfortable asking in person,” said Cory. 
Things like what to expect as death nears, how to manage 
difficult family situations, how to let your loved ones know 
they won’t be forgotten, and other questions many might 
not want to ask their doctor. “Our team is incredible at 
responding to these unmet needs in a compassionate 
way,” said Cory.

The most frequently asked questions are anonymized and 
added to the site’s Asked and Answered section where 
users can see what other Canadians are experiencing. “In 
addition to providing a wealth of information, people feel 
less alone in what they are going through,” said Cory.  

The Asked and Answered section is not just for the 
patients and families. “The questions and responses also 
help healthcare providers frame difficult conversations,” 
said Cory. 

Research has shown that Virtual Hospice is 
the most comprehensive palliative care site 
in the world. The numbers tell the story – last 
year the site had over 1.6 million visitors.

Creating cross-cultural awareness

In order to give people an opportunity to talk about what 
death looks like in their own culture, last year Virtual 
Hospice launched a site called LivingMyCulture.ca.

The team reached out to 11 cultural communities and 
asked them about how they approach advanced illness, 
end of life and grief. Currently the 650 video clips 
(available in 13 languages) on the site include First 
Nations, Inuit, Chinese, Ethiopian, Italian, and Indian 
cultures, to name a few. To maximize accessibility, 
videos are available in 13 languages including Af Soomali, 
Mandarin, Urdu and Farsi. 

By developing an awareness of different cultures, 
Virtual Hospice has been able to build bridges through 
conversation. In one case Virtual Hospice had been 
referred to two women in the same community with 
advanced breast cancer. They’d arranged for the women 
to meet off camera and it turned out that they were best 
friends but neither knew the other had cancer. “Their 
culture discouraged them from talking about their illness,” 
said Cory. “Now they are each other’s support system.” 

Other videos focus on the challenges of being a refugee. 
“What happens when advanced illness hits and you 
don’t know the language or the system and your family 
is spread around the globe?” asks Cory. “There are really 
powerful videos about what that means.” 

One of the interesting things they’ve discovered since 
launching LivingMyCulture.ca is that people are watching 
the videos of other cultures, wanting to know what’s 
happening outside of their own. “In a way we are creating 
cross-cultural awareness,” said Cory. 

“We really want to give people an 
opportunity to talk very openly about what 
dying looks like in their culture and share 
what’s important to them.”

http://www.mygrief.ca/
http://livingmyculture.ca/culture/
http://www.methadone4pain.ca/
http://www.virtualhospice.ca/en_US/Main+Site+Navigation/Home/Support/Support/Ask+a+Professional.aspx
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Helping people grieve in healthy ways

The process of grieving after a person is gone, Cory says, 
is often longer and harder than we expect. For that reason, 
they created MyGrief.ca, a site offering nine learning 
modules for people who have experienced the  death of 
someone they care about. Inspired by personal loss, Cory 
says, “This is the tool I wish I had 25 years ago – it would  
have made a big difference in my life.” 

Through sharing the personal stories of Canadians, 
MyGrief.ca is designed to help people grieve in healthy 
ways and gives hope that things will get better. The 
resource puts a premium on self-care. Modules to help 
parents, healthcare providers and others support grieving 
children will be released this fall.

Many sceptics told Virtual Hospice that grief support 
couldn’t be offered online, that it had to be face-to-face. 
The responses they receive from people prove that it can 
be done. “We are innovative and a bit disruptive,” says 
Cory.

“Virtual Hospice is truly a rare kind of organization,” said 
HIROC Senior Account Executive Tania Kowalchuk. “I’m 
awestruck by how passionate they are and proud that 
HIROC can support Shelly and her team in delivering such 
incredible service.”

But ultimately Cory and the team agree that it all comes 
back to supporting patients, their families and healthcare 
providers in ensuring quality care. Virtual Hospice is there 
when people need it most, a trusted resource, a hand on 
their shoulder in times of uncertainty. “It’s our users who 
say it best,” says Cory. “’I no longer feel so alone in this. 
Thank you for being there.’” 

Michelle Holden is Communications and Marketing Specialist, 
HIROC

Award winners: In June both MyGrief.ca and Ask 

a Professional received innovation awards from the 

Canadian Foundation for Health Improvement.  

MyGrief.ca also received the Canadian Health 

Informatics Association’s Patient Care Innovation Award.

Facts about Palliative Care 
• Palliative care improves the quality 

of life of patients and their families 
who are facing problems associated 
with life-threatening illness, 
whether physical, psychosocial or 
spiritual.

• Each year, an estimated 40 million 
people are in need of palliative care, 
78% of them people live in low- and 
middle-income countries.

• Worldwide, only about 14% of 
people who need palliative care 
currently receive it.

• Overly restrictive regulations for 
morphine and other essential 
controlled palliative medicines deny 
access to adequate pain relief and 
palliative care.

• Lack of training and awareness 
of palliative care among health 
professionals is a major barrier to 
improving access.

• The global need for palliative 
care will continue to grow as 
a result of the rising burden of 
noncommunicable diseases and 
ageing populations.

• Early palliative care reduces 
unnecessary hospital admissions 
and the use of health services.

Source: World Health Organization (WHO)
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Negotiating up or down
By Ellen Gardner

Being immersed in two worlds – acute care and home 
care – has sharpened Interim President and CEO Réal 
Cloutier’s mission to ensure the Winnipeg Regional 
Health Authority (WRHA) delivers the right care at the 
right time in the right place. And he’s determined to do it 
in a way that helps employees feel valued so they are able 
to work to the highest level of excellence. 

HIROC spoke with Mr. Cloutier about his leadership 
philosophy and the influences that have shaped him. The 
conversation took place before Mr. Cloutier assumed the 
role of Interim President and CEO of the WRHA.

I know you’ve been on the board of Canadian Home Care 
Association (CHCA) for six years – now serving as Chair 
– is doing the Home Care work a good fit with your job at 
WRHA?

It’s very time-consuming and does pull me away from my 
day job, but it’s fulfilling as well. Anytime you’re involved 
in a national organization, there is a real strategic benefit 
to talking to people across the country and building an 
awareness of the challenges of delivering home care in 
a uniform way across Canada. There is actually a lot of 
overlap with CHCA and my WRHA position.

There is increasing attention on home care as a key 
element in the transformation of healthcare in our 
country – why is this so difficult?

Every province is asking: how can we care for older people 
and people with chronic conditions at home instead of 
institutionalizing them? The WRHA Healing our Health 
System Plan is built around the changing role of our 

hospitals and supporting the care of older people. We 
know this transition is necessary. 

Right now our systems are not aligned (home care, acute 
care, Long-Term Care (LTC) and community) in caring for 
older people and those with chronic disease. Patients and 
families are frustrated that we’re not responding to their 
needs. In the end, it’s going to be the fiscal pressures that 
lead to the necessary changes and hopefully improve the 
level of care we provide our patients.

The fact that the federal government recently identified 
home care, palliative care and mental health as funding 
priorities we think is definitely related to our Action 
Plan (The National Action Plan for Better Home Care in 
Canada). There are now direct funding streams for those 
areas and our report played a role in that.

A new report on healthcare in Manitoba recommends 
dramatic changes to healthcare delivery and it looks 
like some of those changes are already happening, 
especially in the WRHA (EDs closing down, restructuring 
of services). Change is unavoidable; how do you think it 
should be managed most effectively? 

In Manitoba, our job is to provide patients and families 
appropriate health services. That means providing the 
right care at the right time at the right place.

Just as an example, we have a program for ventilator-
dependent individuals – a collaboration with home care, 
LTC and respiratory medicine (acute) – and the result is 
that for over six years we’ve been able to keep 200 people 
who need this service living in the community. The  

Réal Cloutier, Interim President and CEO, 
Winnipeg Regional Health Authority

THE LEADERSHIP BRIEF

http://www.thehomecareplan.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Better-Home-Care-Report-Oct-web.pdf
http://www.thehomecareplan.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/Better-Home-Care-Report-Oct-web.pdf
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same thing is happening with our intravenous therapy 
program, which is still evolving. Delivering complex 
therapies requires all the partners working together.

You’ve been working in healthcare for a long time. What 
do you think has changed most dramatically since you 
began your career in healthcare?

We’ve definitely come a long way since I started working 
in healthcare 30 years ago! When I started most of our 
administrators came from the clinical side – now our 
administrators have business degrees and Masters of 
Public Administration to supplement their clinical training. 
They know how to work with fiscal issues and the quality 
metrics. 

A lot more information is available to us because of our 
technological investments in healthcare. Having this 
data is extremely useful in decision-making. There is a 
greater awareness of population health – how people’s 
health is affected by their social, economic and physical 
environments. This approach has led to fundamental 
changes in the way we deliver care.

Probably most significant, we’ve become much better 
on engagement strategies with patients. At WRHA we 

have a home care council with caregivers and clients 
– this feedback has a direct impact on our strategic 
choices and priorities. Having this information also holds 
administrators and professionals accountable. Engaging 
with patients in more meaningful ways changes the entire 
conversation.

Where do you think we’re failing patients and families?

If people say they need navigators to guide them through 
the healthcare system, then we have failed – we are not 
making the pathways understood. We should be able to 
deliver services at whatever point they enter the system. 
They should be able to go where they feel they need to 
go and not have to figure it out themselves. Successful 
organizations recognize that if their customers or patients 
cannot figure out how to access their services, they will 
go elsewhere. We need to learn from this in our publicly 
funded system. 

In home care, the option of Self and Family-Managed care 
has grown because it provides a degree of autonomy and 
control to the user. It is not for everyone, but the growing 
demand for this service demonstrates that people do 
want more of a say over their health services.

10

Réal with the Priority Home Working Group, a short-term, intensive, home care service 
recently launched at the Winnipeg Regional Health Authority.
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What were your early years like?

I come from a family of eight kids (Franco-Manitoban). 
I’m right in the middle so I was always negotiating up or 
down, which could explain why I developed patience and 
good negotiating skills! My parents were phenomenal. 
I remember my dad saying – “I don’t care what you do, 
just do what you love and make yourself useful” – the 
culture of our family is that you were expected to work and 
contribute.

Another part of my personality I learned from my parents 
is being very frugal – always thinking, is there a better 
way to do this without adding more money? I usually find 
there is a way. In creating our clinical services plan we 
have faced significant pressures to manage this within our 
budget – and we have at times needed to take a whole new 
look at the way we’re doing this work. The fiscal pressure 
got us thinking in a different way and that’s always the way 
it is in healthcare. 

We need to change our culture in healthcare. We always 
assume that adding more money to services will make 
them better when we should be thinking about how we 
can use the money we have to produce better value and 
outcomes. 

Can you tell me about your leadership style?

I’ve been fortunate in that I’ve had great mentors who 
taught me how to look at things strategically and how to 
get the best out of people. I’ve had to learn to be clear 
about my expectations and do it in a positive way. I want 
people to be realistic, reasonable risk takers – I like the idea 
of thinking differently about our approaches to things.  

As a leader, you have to understand what works for people 
– some like very defined boundaries and others need more 
freedom. In our work we deal with a lot of difficult situations 
and I see my role as helping people cope with pressure and 
do their best work – it’s good for them to know that we’ll get 
through this. I take pleasure in doing that. 

I’ve learned over time that I don’t have to have all the 
answers and that I need to control my reactions. Now I ask 
people, what would you do to solve this? People have to 
know it’s okay to make mistakes – you can’t survive in an 
environment where there is fear of making mistakes.

What career and life advice do you give to colleagues and 
people you mentor?

I stress this to everyone I work with – and practice it 
myself – you have to live a balanced life. Everyone needs 
downtime; working too much will catch up with you and we 
know working overtime can lead to errors. 

You need a good routine – I’m an early riser and I exercise 
first thing in the morning. I’ve never compromised on my 
family time. My son and daughter-in-law need my wife 
and me to babysit for them one night next week and I’m 
determined to juggle things so I can do it. 

I have to recharge, I love the outdoors. It’s important 
to me to maintain my community commitments – in 
addition to my work with CHCA I’m on the board of End 
Homelessness Winnipeg. 

When I mentor colleagues, I always tell them to take care 
of their physical health; surround themselves with positive 
people; be open to ideas and new experiences – you’ve 
got a 5-year horizon in a job and then be prepared to try 
something different.

You’ve been at WRHA since 1997 – does that mean you 
don’t follow your own career advice?

The opportunities in healthcare are more limited – but 
you can move around within an organization. I worked 
in tertiary care, managed a community hospital, worked 
in Long Term Care, the Ministry of Health and now in 
an administrative leadership role for the whole of the 
region. When I finished my graduate degree in Public 
Administration, I worked in the Manitoba legislature as an 
intern, I loved it. It gave me a great understanding of our 
political system. 

In healthcare, like in politics, you constantly have to 
balance the needs of all the stakeholders – patients, family, 
clinical and admin staff – and still have credibility. I feel 
very fortunate to be here – I love my job. I wouldn’t be here 
if I didn’t. 

Réal was interviewed by Ellen Gardner, Senior Specialist, 
Communications and Marketing, HIROC
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Putting things 
right...in writing
HIROC’s Letter Writing Guide offers 
practical tips on crafting thoughtful 
response letters 

By Ellen Gardner

As with most difficult and painful experiences, there is 
usually an upside. And so it is with complaint letters into 
your healthcare organization. On the surface these letters 
create a feeling of unease and discomfort because you 
know responding in the right way to a complaint is a tough 
task. But that all-important upside to producing a satisfying 
response is reinforcing the fact that you are part of a caring 
and professional organization. 

“We know our organizations do more things right than 
wrong,” says HIROC Senior Healthcare Risk Management 
Specialist Lois Hales, “but when things do go wrong and 
there are misunderstandings, a response is required.”

To assist you in this difficult yet necessary task, HIROC 
has produced Responding to Complaints & Concerns: 
A Letter Writing Guide for Healthcare Providers and 
Administrators. 

“There are many reasons why individuals send complaints 
into healthcare organizations,” says Lois. “They range 
from looking for an apology for a negative or unexpected 
outcome, wanting someone to be held accountable for 
what happened, and in some cases it’s a request for 
compensation.”

Most people who complain want reassurance that action 
will be taken to reduce the likelihood that a similar incident 
will happen again.

Here are some of the practical tips offered in the guide:

• Four easy steps for putting things right when a 
complaint is received

• The complaint response letter layout

• Sample statements for the letter

• Writing a response letter to a challenging 
individual

As the Guide thoughtfully shows, responding to complaints 
and concerns is more of an art than a science. They may 
look like words on a page to you, but your carefully crafted 
letter will go a long way to showing individuals that they’ve 
been listened to.

To download your copy of HIROC’s Letter Writing Guide, go to 
www.hiroc.com/Risk-Management/Risk-Resource-Guides.aspx. 

Ellen Gardner is Senior Specialist, Communications and 
Marketing, HIROC
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It takes a team to deliver high 
performance obstetrics
With MOREOB  WRH has discovered a winning formula

By Amy Sept

When Windsor’s Grace and Metropolitan Hospitals were 
realigned in late 2003, Dr. John Tomc, city-wide chief 
of obstetrics knew he needed to bring people from both 
obstetrics teams together. “People had different ideas of 
how things should be done,” he said. “There was a lot of 
disgruntlement.” 

Tomc and Devon Lanspeary, manager of the Family Birthing 
Centre (FBC) at Windsor Regional Hospital (WRH) 
found a solution in Managing Obstetrical Risk Efficiently 
(MOREOB), a program that helped the FBC improve patient 
care through standardized language, practices, roles, and 
expectations. FBC recently earned an award of recognition 
as well as an international patient safety award for their 
efforts around performance improvement in obstetrics.

“Our teams are more reliable in low and 
high-risk scenarios, regardless of years of 
experience.”

~ Devon Lanspeary, Manager of WRH’s 
Family Birthing Centre

The award and recognition didn’t happen by accident – 
Tomc and Lanspeary agree that overseeing this team and 
moving the bar continuously higher has been tough but 
very rewarding.

Time…and making the most of it

MOREOB was initially created by the Society of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology of Canada (SOGC) to produce better 
clinical outcomes for mothers and babies. In 2007, the 
SOGC partnered with HIROC to unite their common 
interest in improving patient safety – the result was Salus 
Global, and MOREOB is still its signature program.

Salus Global recognizes that most problems [within 
obstetrical units] are not connected to a lack of knowledge 
or competence but occur because of breakdowns in 
teamwork, communication, trust, and respect. 

MOREOB was definitely the right solution for Windsor 
Regional Hospital, but its implementation presented bigger 
challenges than either Tomc or Lanspeary anticipated. Their 
biggest problem was time. “MOREOB is a well-constructed 

Windsor Regional Hospital MORE OB Team with Dr. John Tomc (far left) and Devon Lanspeary (far right front).

http://www.MOREOB.com
http://www.moreob.com/
http://www.moreob.com/
http://www.moreob.com/
http://www.moreob.com/
http://www.moreob.com/
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quality and safety program,” says Tomc, “but it’s also time-
consuming to manage.” Gathering data, organizing monthly 
events, facilitating regular debriefings and case reviews, 
and actively promoting the MOREOB program – they quickly 
realized they couldn’t do it without leadership support and 
a dedicated core team. 

The circle of voices they created dealt effectively with the 
uncertainty of the early days and has entrenched MOREOB 
as an integral program within the hospital. 

It’s a diverse team comprised of physicians, midwives, 
frontline staff and two clinical practice managers, including 
Lanspeary. They also engage with other teams, such as 
anesthesiology when there are situations and initiatives 
they need help with.

“Every year we listen to feedback on the program’s 
strengths and weaknesses,” says Tomc. “On the basis of 
that we’re always changing what the core team is focused 
on and finding new ways to address problems.”

Over the years, they’ve rolled out a long list of initiatives 
including safety huddles, an emergency c-section team, 
post-partum hemorrhage kits, bedside reports, OB rapid 
response, oral immune therapy, a skin-to-skin initiative, and 
a formal debriefing process.

A winning formula with Quiet Time

More recently the FBC launched “Quiet Time – Baby 
Bonding at its Best,” a program initiated after a presentation 
by Dr. Guy-Paul Gagné about the long-term benefits of 
skin-to-skin contact for babies in the first year of life. 
“Contact within the first two hours post-delivery was 

already happening [in the FBC], but we wanted to be more 
consistent by giving new mothers a minimum one hour of 
uninterrupted skin-to-skin bonding over the first 24-48 
hours,” says Lanspeary.

They soon discovered that giving mother and baby that one 
hour of uninterrupted time had immediate and long-term 
effects. Comparing numbers from 2016 with the same 
period of time in 2015, it was clear there were:

• Lower levels of supplementation at discharge for 
infants whose mothers intended to breastfeed 
(26% to 22.7%)

• Improvements to patient emotional support 
(69% to 74%)

• An increase in overall patient satisfaction (90% 
to 94%)

Salus Global recently presented FBC with an international 
patient safety award for the Quiet Time program.

“We aren’t afraid to try an idea, even if some ideas don’t 
work,” Lanspeary says. “We also do a lot of audits during 
the year to gather data. When staff have concrete data 
to show the necessity for change, the process of creating 
change is easier.”

The time pressures are always there, but the FBC leaps 
over hurdles in order to ensure staff participate in skills-
training initiatives. “We make it a priority for everyone in 
the FBC,” says Lanspeary. “For example, when new staff 
are cross-trained from postpartum to labour, the use of the 
MOREOB educational chapters, skills and emergency drills, 
debriefing, and communication tools accelerate the novice 
nurse to a high performing, knowledgeable member of the 
team.” 

The continuous training efforts solidify that this is how 
we do things, Lanspeary says, which leads to more 
knowledgeable team members who perform better. It 
also puts more awards on the shelf. MOREOB requires that 
at least 80 per cent of staff participate in skills-training 
initiatives – the FBC has received the award every year since 
the award’s inception in 2012. 

“The award is recognition of a lot of hard work,” says 
Lanspeary. “It really is a team effort from top to bottom.”  

Amy Sept is a freelance writer and communications professional 
who lives in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

http://www.moreob.com/
http://www.moreob.com/
http://www.moreob.com/
http://www.moreob.com/
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Think national,   
act local
The Canadian Home Care Association 
takes its summit on the road

Making home care better is what the Canadian Home Care 
Association (CHCA) has set out to do since its inception. 
Through its year-round work and events like the annual Home 
Care Summit, the CHCA brings healthcare organizations 
together to raise awareness of the critical issues around home 
care in Canada. 

For the first time, this year the CHCA is hosting three regional 
summits in three Canadian cities. We sat down with Nadine 
Henningsen, Executive Director of CHCA to find out more 
about this new strategy. 

What’s new with the annual CHCA conference this 
year?

This year the CHCA is encouraging summit participants 
to think national and act local. To support this goal, the 
CHCA is hosting a series of three summits in October 
and November: Western Canada (Edmonton, Oct 16 & 
17), Central Canada (Toronto, Oct 30 & 31) and Eastern 
Canada (Halifax, Nov 14 & 15).

Why the change?

We recognize the challenges of long-distance travel 
given current cost and time constraints. As a national 
association, the CHCA facilitates the sharing of best 
practices related to home care across the country and the 
Home Care Summits are the perfect venue for this.

Why is it so critical that your members have a 
voice?

The home care sector is evolving at a rapid pace. New 
funding is stimulating the development of new models and 
approaches to care. It is imperative that our members and 
their organizations provide their expertise and experience 

to shape the future direction of home care. The CHCA is 
a unifying force that amplifies our members’ individual 
voices to influence the important decisions being made 
around home care.

Why is it important for CHCA to have engaged 
partners like HIROC?

With change and rapid growth comes uncertainty and a 
need for increased focus on quality and risk management. 
HIROC brings unique expertise to the home care sector 
in the areas of risk management and patient/client safety. 
HIROC’s diverse tools and resources help our member 
organizations identify, assess, report and manage their 
key organizational risks. It is a relationship we truly value 
and we’re excited to partner with you and your team 
throughout the year for various educational opportunities.

What’s one thing you’ve learned about healthcare 
leadership during your time with CHCA?

Throughout my 20-year involvement in the home care 
sector I have realized that leadership in this ever-changing 
healthcare environment requires passion, commitment 
and inspiration. It is a very exciting time for home care in 
Canada. I know that our hard work today will make home 
care better and positively impact the quality of life for 
individuals with long-term chronic conditions, seniors, and 
those at the end of life. 

Nadine was interviewed by Philip De Souza, Manager 
Communications & Marketing, HIROC

The Leadership Brief
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